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(ABSTRACT)

Two types ofimage processing methods capable of forming a composite image from
a set of image slices which have in-focus as well as out-of-focus segments are discussed.

The first type is based on space domain operations and has been discussed in the
literature. The second type, to be introduced, is based on the intuitive concept that the
spectral energy distribution of a focused object is biased towards lower frequencies after ·
blurring. This approach requires digital image filtering in the spatial frequency domain.

A comparision among methods of both types is made using a quantitative üdelity
criterion.
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Chapter One Introduction

Digital image processing has been developed in response to three major problems.
They are picture digitization and coding; picture enhancement and restoration; picture
segmentation and description. The purpose of picture enhancement and restoration is
to improve the degraded pictures. One type of degradation involves blur which is a form
of spatial degradation.

One area of image restoration is extending depth of focus. In order to get a good
image of any object, we have to put the object in focus. Of course, as long as we put
the object within a certain range of the in focus plane, the image of object is, by defi-
nition of the depth of focus, acceptable. This range depends on physical considerations
discussed in Appendix A. It is shown in the appendix the wider the aperture of an im-
aging system, the lower is the depth of field and higher the resolution. Increasing the
resolution through an increase in the aperture size will lend to a corresponding decrease

in the depth of field. That is why the increase of the depth of focus is of interest, espe- i
cially in high resolution or high aperture imagesystems.Various

techniques have been proposed for extending the depth of field. All
tech-niqueswhich we discuss entail digitally analyzing a sequence of images each of which is

_ Chapter One Introduction , 1



composed of in-focus as well as out-of-focus regions. Previous methods are imple-
mented without translating the spatial domain information to spatial frequency domain.
In this thesis, the author provides several new methods which operate on the spatial
frequency domain of the image. Then the comparison is made among these spatial fre-
quency domain methods and previous spatial domain methods based on RMS values.

In chapter two, there is a brief review of literature. Chapter three and four repres-
ents the main part of this thesis. In chapter three, four new methods are introduced for
extending the depth of field. We consider all methods discussed in this chapter of the
same type, since they are performed in the spatial frequency domain. In chapter four,
a total of four methods implemented in the spatial domain are performed. The algo-
rithms in chapter four are based on previous work. The main difference between the
methods in this chapter and in the previous chapter is that all operations are done in the
spatial domain. Chapter five is devoted to a comparison of all the methods. Finally,
chapter six presents the conclusion. There are four appendices in this thesis. Appendix
A, B, C describe the necessary background, tools and system. In detail, appendix A
explains the relationship among the aperture of lens, depth of focus and resolution in
an optical system. Appendix B is devoted to the digital image processing system
(GIPSY) and appendix C to the fast Fourier transform. The main content of chapter
three has already been concentrated in preprint form, which has been presented at IEEE,
SSST, March 1987. This paper is in appendix D for reference. l
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Chapter Two Review of the Literature ·

There are several techniques which have shown improvement in the optical depth
of focus. In this chapter, we briefly survey the literature.

M. Mino and Y. Okono proposed a method to improve the depth by using shaded
aperture.[l] Near focus, the optical transfer function (OTF) for the shaded aperture has
higher values in the low frequency region than the other aperture. Since the low fre-
quency components of an object play the main role in image formation, shaded aperture
improves the defocused image. They found that any shaded aperture, as long as it’s
OTF, is a monotonically decreasing nonnegative function, would improve the defocused
image.

J. T. McCrickerd developed another technique to increase the depth of focus by
using a high aspect ratio annular aperture combined with an optical equalization of the
modulation transfer function (MTF).[2] The MTF of annular aperture is only large at

the low spatial frequency, because of the diffraction limitations. The author used
aspatialequalization filter in coherent system to overcome these limitations. The spatial

L

equlization filter was located in the Fourier transform plane. The resultdemonstratedan
extension of depth of focus.

. Chapter Two Review of the Literature 3 I
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G. Hausler on his own and with E. Korner provided basically two types of tech-
niques to improve the depth of field.[3][4] The first technique involved two steps. The
pure superposition of successively focussed images improve the quality of the defocussed

parts, but at the same time, it caused the sharp part to become degraded. To overcome
this difficulty, the author first did the incoherent superposition by moving a rnicroscopic
object along the optical axis; then they did coherent filtering by deconvolution. The o

second method is based on following idea. Since the high aperture imaging of three-

dimensional objects which only one plane can be sharply imaged simultaneously, The
author only selected the sharp areas of each image, then put these sharp image pieces
together to form the result image. The key was how to select the sharp part of each
image slice. The author provided two criterions for sharpness in spatial domain. One
was local structural content, the other was variation of intensity. By means of either
criterion, the author selected sharp parts from input image to form the final image.

Following the G. Hausler and E. Korner idea, R. J. Pieper and A. Korpel estab-
lished three algorithms to select the sharp part of the input image segments, which then
form the final image parts.[5] These three criterions could be called simple average, _dif-

. ference operation, local maximum and local minimum. These methods which we have
mentioned above are all implemented without translating the spatial information to the
frequency domain. S. A. Sugimoto and Y. Ichioka, following essentially same the idea,
proposed a fourth algorithm to select the sharp part of each input image slice.[6] The
algorithm was called the local variance weighted averaging method. Since we have im-
plemented the above four algorithms, we will discuss the principles of these four algo-

rithms in chapter four.

Finally, we discuss four new methods to improve the depth of field usingdigitalimage

ültering in spatial frequency domain. We would like to point out that in 1956, I
E. L. O’Nei1l had already found that by using a high pass filter in the spatial frequency I

I
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domain, edge sharpening of image was produced. The result can be understood by in-
voking the analogy between optical filtering and electrical filtering.[7]
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Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods

3.1 Basic Concept

All methods which are introduced in this chapter are performed within the spatial

frequency domain. To transform from spatial domain to spatial frequency domain, we

can perform the forward Fourier transform on a image. The inverse Fourier transform
takes the image spectrum back to spatial domain. We can use the fast Fourier transform

program for these kinds of transformations. In the appendix C, we describe two-

dimensional FFT in detail. From now on, we will concentrate on the operations fol-

lowing the forward FFT.

The edges and other sharp transition (such as noise) in the gray level of an image

contribute heavily to the high-frequency content of its Fourier transform. This state-

ment can be proved quite easily by experiment. We can filter the spectra over all fre-

quencies. We are able to find out that, only when filtering the high frequency range, the

edge information disappear. Otherwise, we can always see the edge of the image, even

though we have already suppressed the DC or a low frequency range. Therefore, we I
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know that after blurring, the spectral energy distribution of a focused image is biased
towards lower frequencies range.[8] The blurring can be reduced via the spatial fre-
quency domain by filtering a specified range of low-frequency components in the spec-

trum of a given image. This is an extremely important point. Actually, it is the starting
point of all the methods in this chapter. The other very important point which we would
like to point out is that all kinds of digital image processes are, in some sense, image
dependent.

A11 the methods in this chapter can be considered as spatial frequency domain ülter
methods. The details of the filter in general depend on the specific spectrum character-

istics. S0 that before we design a filter in detail, we must first know the spectrum char-
acteristics of input image set. The most common way which investigates the spectrum
characteristics of any image is a histogram.

The general definition of histogram is the plot of P,(r,,) vs. rk. Here, P,(r,() is the
probability of the Kth gray level. The rk is the Kth gray level of the pixels. In our case,
we use the relationship between the spatial frequency bands and the energy spectrum for

histogram. Since we represent spatial frequency in terms of number of pixels, the actual
relationship is between the number of pixels and the energy spectrum.

In our two—dimensional FFT program, we shift origin of the Fourier spectrum to the
center of the image. From the translation properties of the Fourier transform, we have:

f(x„y)( —1>"‘“‘”
~ - HV — V — %> im

Since the size of our experiment image is 256 >< 128, N equals 128, M equals 256.
Based on the above information, we know that the pixel corresponding to the DC

spatial frequency now is located at the pixel which has coordinate (129, 65). Naturally,
we set the center of frequency band in pixel (129,65). Since our coordinate system Start

Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods 7
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from (1, 1) instead of (0, 0), the center is located in (129, 65) not (128, 64). The dimen-

sion in the vertical direction is exactly two times longer than in the horizontal direction _

in our experiment image set. ln order to be as accurate as possible, we employed ellip-

tical bands. The two pixels in vertical direction represent same spatial frequency as one

pixel in the horizontal direction.

The way to set the spatial frequency band for histogram is based on following el-
I

liptical equation:

(I — l29)2 + (J — 65)2 S K2 [3.2]4 1

Here, I is the row; J is the column of image array.

We have already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that the energy spec-

trum caused by blurring will mostly concentrate in the low frequency area. Since our

purpose is to remove the blur from the image, it is logical that we set more bands in low

frequency range than in high frequency range. We find the integer series which is related

to Fibonacci’s series is suitable for this purpose. The value of K is listed in Table 1 on

page 9. Total ten band is set. The number of pixels which has fallen in each band is

listed in Table 2 on page 10.

In particular band one and band two, there are seven pixels. In band one (just like

we want) only one pixel (129, 65) corresponds to DC spatial frequency. The pixels in
band two have coordinates (127,65), (128,65), (129,64), (129,66), (130,65), (131,65).

Then we compute the energy spectrum for each band. We will discuss detail in

histogram filter method (see section 3.3). Up to now, we have already built up

enoughbackgroundinformation for the methods in thischapter.u

u
i- Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods8l
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Table l. The K values for setting the histogram band.

BAND VALUE OF K——
2 —
3 22 —
5 7

_
22

. 7 20
W U

¤ 33
2222 22

Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods 9
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Table 2. The distribution of pixels.

BAND NUMBER OF PIXELS— 33 —
3 E— 72
5 206

3ChapterThree Spatial Frequency Domain Methods 10
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3.2 DC Suppression

The filter in this method is to make pixel (129,65), which corresponds to the DC

term to be zero in each of original semiblured input image. This is the first step. lt can
be written in following equation:

F'(¤- v) = F(¤- v) — F(0-0) [3-31

The second step is that these three input image are added after DC is removed.[7] We

can use GIPSY command MERGE to do it. We use expression (x +y + z) for

MERGE. More on command MERGE is in appendix 2, GIPSY system.

Since we use following expression for forward FFT

M N _. __ ÄRu, V) 2 [3.4}
x= ly= 1

The definition of the average value of a two-dimensional discrete function is:

- 1 M N
[3-5]

x= ly=1

Substitution ofu = v = 0 in the above equation yield:

1 M N
F(0,0) = Y.- E E f(x,y) [3-6]

\/MN x=ly=l

Therefore, the average _};(x, y) is related to the Fourier transform of j(x, y) by the

equation

- If<-my) = F(0- O) [3-71 :

{
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So that,

Ftu, v) — F(0, 0) ·— —>f(x„.v) —f(x„y) [3-8]

It means that removing the DC term in spatial frequency domain is equivalent to

subtracting the average in spatial domain. For an image having a dominant light back-

ground, the average intensity is close to the background level. Just like the theory pre-

dicted, the result after these two steps looks like the ’negative’ of the desired image. By

perforrning a contrast reversal in the image, we get the ünal result. For the final result

of this method, see Figure 3 on page 25 part e). And for the Fourier amplitude spec-

trum of this method, see Figure 4 on page 26 part a), b).

3.3 Histogram Filter Method

In histogram method, we ürst compute the energy spectrum E, for each spatial fre-

quency band by following formula:

E,.=}>:>: |F(¤„v)I2„ 12 =1.2....,10 13.91k ihn béiid 12

Where 1,, is the total number of pixels in the Kth band. F(u,v) is the Fourier

transform of the image slice. We normalize by dividing equation [3.9] by the total en-

¢YSY„

12,, = E,,/zz |F(„,v)|2· 12 =1,2,...,10 [3.10]
aiil bgnds

Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods I2I
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Then we compute the ratio of this quantity H, between three original input images

which have distinct in—focus and out—of-focus regions and the fourth image which is in-

focus.

RH, = k = 1,2,...,10 [3.11]
(RR)blurr6d

We design different spatial frequency domain filter for each input image based on

normalized average energy ratio which is shown in Table 3 on page 14. Any pixel whose

coordinate is satisfied by the following equation,

21-1292 1-662K;,_,, S %‘—L + LI-!. S Ki [3.12]

falls into the (k-l)th band.

The histogram method can be explained in three steps. The first step is performing

FFT to each input image. The second step is performing individual filter for each input

image. The third and also the last step is that of inverse FFT and adding these three

images into the final result by using MERGE command. We discuss this GIPSY com-

mand in appendix 2.

In order to get the best result, we use expression (X + Y + Z) for MERGE com-

mand. See the result in Figure 3 on page 25 part f). And for the Fourier amplitude

spectrum of this method, see Figure 4 on page 26 part c), d).

i
I
I
I
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Table 3. The rrnrnapnere for the histogram nner.

BAND RATIO RATIO RATIO
FOR IMAGE 1 FOR IMAGE 2 FOR IMAGE3

1 1.0169153 1.0154734 0.9913197
2 0.0247669 0.0280321 0.0392844

3 0.3880279 0.7439507 1.1175056

_

0.5482105 0.6516224 1.0007692
5 0.6968103 0.5772497 0.9440734

0.7748620 0.8506678 1.5880096
ß 7 1.0035917 1.140134 2.0797212

I

_

1.9217687 1.7057594 2.1951584
_

1.6222664 2.2295082 2.6070288
0.9608938 1.5221239 2.1772152

1 Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods 14
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3.4 Suspend Band Next to DC

By carefully looking at Table 3 on page 14, we find out that in band two, the

ratio[3.ll] is much smaller than one for all there images. It indicates that there is sig-

nificantly more energy in each blurring image as compared to the in-focus image. This

extra energy obviously is caused by blurring. The idea to suspend band two of each

image is quite natural.

We perform the four steps just like previously methods.(forward FFT, filter, inverse

FFT, add images) The only difference is in the second step. Instead of using the

histogram filter, we use the band reject filter which suspends band two. Any pixels

which have fallen in following range are set to zero.

02 . .11— mt . ...._<J· 65* . iz am4 1

Of course, we can extend this method by suspending more bands as long as the ratio

of these bands shown in Table 3 on page 14 is much small than l. On the other hand,

if we suspend too many bands, we will lose too much information. The result will

demonstrate edge detection. We can also suspend DC band or band one and a few low

frequency bands. Whenever we suspend DC band, we have to perform a contrast

reversal.(see section 3.2) See the result in Figure 3 on page 25 part g). And for the

Fourier amplitude spectrum of this method, see Figure 4 on page 26 part e), f).

I
I
I
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3.5 Frequency Mixing Method

We first discuss the principle of this method. It is known that multiplying the image

intensities by a periodic grating function is equivalent to sampling the image. If blurring

is introduced regionally in the image, through either natural or artificial means, the

sampling of these regions will disappear. lt means that we are only sampling the in-

focus part of each input image. Since the blurred parts aren’t sampled, these regions do

not contribute to the information content in the spatial frequency domain sidebands

created through sampling. The in—focus part is sampled, so that in the spatial frequency

domain, there will be sideband representations of the signal. The number of sidebands

appearing in the frequency domain array will depends on the sampling frequency and the

size of the pixel. This follows from equation [C.27] and [C.28] . We shift the lth-order

sidebands information, which includes only the in-focus contributions to the origin and

eliminate the zero-th order signal which contains both in—focus and blur information.

We first produce two identical images by applying the grating to an in-focus image

which has been obtained by stopping down the camera lens. Then we make, in one of

them, the top half part blurred, and in the another, the bottom half part blurred through

a convolution process discussed in more detail later. Since the grating effect is destroyed

completely in the blurred region, we effectively are only sampling the in-focus part of

input image. After applying the horizontal grating lines on the input images, we expect

sidebands to appear in the vertical direction on the spectra.

With the aid of FORTRAN mod function, we create the computer grating on the

in-focus image. We choose mod two. This means the first row of pixel of this image is

not changed. Then make the second row of pixels of this image to be zero. This process
is repeated throughout the image. By repeating this method for any two row ofpixel,Chapter

Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods _ I6 °
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we get the mod two grating. The reason for us to choose mod two is explained in the
following paragraph:

According to the sampling theorem, in order to avoid aliasing, that is, there is no

overlap of spectral densities, the sampling frequency has to satisfy the following re-
Iationship:

f 2 2B [3.14]

Here, B is the highest frequency of the original signal. There are two more factors we
have to consider when we choose the sampling frequency. One is the dimensions of in-

put image in term of pixels. The other is that now we are dealing with the discrete case.

In order to get the best results, we have to make the peak value of the adjacent sideband

(after sampling) concentrate on single pixel in spatial frequency domain.

Since we have the basic relationship between an ordered sampling of the image and

an ordered sampling in the frequency domain of a sampled image.

Av =L [3.15]MA Y

Here, Av is the sampling interval in the spatial frequency domain,

AY is the sampling interval in the spatial domain,

M is number of sampling points in Y direction.

The distance between peak value in each period in terms of the number of rows of

the image array can be easily deduced in following way,

Dmod

Here, D is the distance between two peak values,

Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods l7



M is the size of image in sampling direction, (in our case, it is the Y direction.),
and

mod is the distance between two grating lines. All quantity in terms of number
of pixels. In our case, M equals 256, mod equals 2.

In order to make the peak value of each period concentrated in a single pixel, we
have to choose the grating in terms of number of pixel such that the quotient of M (M ‘

equals 256, mod is 2) is an integer. By using the equation[3.l6], we know that the dis-
tance between two peak values equal to 256/2= 128. We also know that the DC fre-
quency is located on pixel (129, 65). The sideband peak values are located in column

65 also. They are located in pixel row 1(129-l28= l) and row 257 (129+ 128= 257), re-

spectively. Of course, the latter is in the location which is outside of image. We dem-

onstrate this in Figure 1 on page 19. These two incomplete sidebands mainly represent

the information contest of in-focus part of the image in the spatial frequency domain.

Some part of fundamental period unavoidably overlaps with the sidebands.

We approximately use the half distance between the two peak value in the frequency

domain to separate sidebands. Based on the above, we know the zero—th order signal in

the spatial frequency domain extends from pixel row 65 ((1+ 129)/2= 65) to pixel row

193. ((257+ 129)/2= 193)

The signal in the range from pixel row 1 to pixel row 64 is mainly due to the right

part of the in-focus spectrum, see Figure 1 on page 19. The signal in the range from

pixels in row 194 to pixels in row 256 is mainly due to the left part of the in-focus spec-

trum.
By means of convolution, we artificially make the blurring in top and bottom half

respectively in each of two input images. See Figure 3 on page 25 part h), i). The de-
finition of discrete convolution of two discrete function f(x) and g(x) is given by,

Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods181
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· 1 - 256

Figure l. An illustration of intensity shift.
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M—1
j(x)>l&g(x)E E j(m)g(x — m) for x = 0, 1, 2, ,M -1. [3.17]

m=O

We can easily expand above one-dimensional convolution into a two-dimensional case.

M-,N-, for x = 0,1,2, ,M — 1/(x,y)*g(x,y)E Q Q flm, M) gfx — May — M) [3-181”"°”‘°
y=O,1,2,...,N—l

To make enough blurring, we use ll ><11 of pixels pyramid. The coefhcients in each

direction, in sequence, are 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2,0. See Table 4 on page

21 for details. We convolve these input images with this pyramid to make the one of

them, top half blurring, the another bottom half blurring. When we do convolution,

we first normalize the all coefhcients of this pyrarnid, then multiply a constant which is

a weighted factor for each normalized coefficient. By adjusting weighted factor of the

pyramid coefficient to make the background in blurring part as close visually as possible

to the background of the unblurred part. The reason for doing this is for the

comparision. The final coefficient can be expressed in the following way,

CU, J)CU, ·])jZnaI = >< W 13-191
E E C(I, J)1=0J=0

Where, W is the weighted factor, and the value for C(I, J) can be found in Table 4 on

page 21. In our case, W equals 2.1.

The convolution process (blurring) tends to destroy the effect of sampling. The

sidebands are essentially correspond of shifted in-focus spectrum. Our algorithm replace

the intensity of the pixels in row 129 to row 192 by pixels in row 1 to row 64, and replace ,
intensity of the pixels in row 66 to row 128 by pixel row 194 to256.1

Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods 20 i
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Table 4. The coefiicients for convolution.

HI23l5I4llMlIMMMNNMNNNNN2 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.20 ¤ 0.12 0.08 0.04
6 0.08 0.24 0.32 0.40 0.32 0.24 0.06

0.12 0.24 0.36 0.48 E 0.48 0.36 0.240.12sl
0.32 0.48 ¤ 0.60 ¤ 0.48 0.32

0.20 0.40 ¤ 0.80 0.80p E 0.400.20p
7 0.62 0.46 ¤ 0.60 ¤ 0.46 0.32

0.12 0.24 0.36 0.48 0.48 0.36 0.240.12¤¤
6.66 ¤ 0.24 0.32 6.66 0.24 ¤ 6.66 N0.08 0.12 ¤ 0.20 0.12

0.080.00ll¤¤NN¤¤¤¤¤¤
Chapter Three Spatial Frequency Domain Methods 2l .



When we do the row shift, we first multiply the magnitude intensity in pixels from
row 1 to 64 and 194 to 256 with a factor two, then shift them to the right place as defined

above. The reason for the factor of 2 is because grating is equivalent to the string of
pulse or the rectangle function. We have the Fourier transform pair for rectangle func-
tion.

I recz(z/r) <— ·—» tS,(<m:/2) [3.20]

The envelope of any signal after sampling in the spatial frequency domain is the S,
(sine over argument) function, that is sin x / x.

In our case, for the pulse function has a period T which is equal to 2 and with duty
cycle, t, equal to 1 as expressed in term of pixels.

After substitution of these values into the above Fourier transform pair, we have,

I rect(2) <—— —> Sa(%) [3.21]

The peak first harmonic is located at co,.

2ts, = -%‘— [3.22]

So that if the peak value for zero harmonic is 1. then the peak value for first harmonic
is by substituting co, into the S, function.

. » 1'[

S (L) =Ü = -2- = 0.6366197 [3.23]“ 2 it
2

It means the peak value in the ürst harmonic is about sixty four percent of the peak
value at the origin. So, we should multiply the intensity of each pixel with a factor of
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1.57. For reasons that we do not fully understand, a factor 2 worked better. This is

continued using an rms calculation as well as a subjective visual test.

The blurring part not only has impact on magnitude, but also has impact on phase.

In the process described above, besides shifting magnitude information, we also shift the

phase information along with it. The results are extremely good. See Figure 3 on page

25 part j). If we only shift magnitude not phase, the result is not as good as shifting
l

both. By comparing Figure 3 on page 25 part j) with Figure 3 on page 25 part k), we

can see this quite obviously. ln term of the rms values, it also seems true. The rms

values for shifting both magnitude and phase is 11.757, and for shifting only magnitude

is 28.798. This clearly shows that our other frequency domain methods are inherently

limited, since only the magnitude of the spectra are modified.

Although this method has potential, there is a gap between the demonstration of

feasibility and practical application. The primary problem is to generate an optically

sampled object with sampling frequency consistent with the digital algorithm. We have

to make sure that in terms of number of pixels, the quotient of size of image divided by

distance between two grating line is an integer. When we choose to use a physical

grating, this turns out to be quite difficult. If we are unable to concentrate the peak in

the sideband on a single pixel. The result is unsatisfactoiy.

If we can find the way to overcome these difliculties, this method definitely will be

one of the best methods to improve the depth of focus. we draw a block diagram to il-

lustrate the relationship between the computer experiment and physical experiment in

Figure 2 on page 24.

For the final result of this method, see Figure 3 on page 25 part j). And for

theFourieramplitude spectrum of this method, see Figure 4 on page 26 part g), h). j

1
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COMPUTER EXPERIMENT PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT

Digital image Object

Digital Optical
sampled image sampling

Convolution Digitize image
process sampleiilfobject

Filtering

Frequency shifting

4 I
Superimpose spectra

E

l
lnverse FFT

Output

Figure 2. Block diagram of frequency mixing method. -
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Figure 4. Fourier amplitude spectrum. «
for DC Suppress, a)before liltering, b)al'ter ültering. for Histogram Filter Method, c)before filtering,
d)after filtering. for Suspend Band Next to DC, e)before liltering, Oafter tiltering. for Frequency
Mixing Method, g)before filtering, h)after ültering.
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Chapter Four Spatial Domain Metl1ods

4.1 Basic Concept

In this chapter, we mainly implement four spatial domain methods. The input im-

age set is the same as previously mentioned. See Figure 5 on page 33 part a), b), c).

We Start with a number of image slices, each having distinct regions that are in-focus

and out—of—focus. A composite image is assembled from the in-focus segments of each

of these focal-plane depth slices.

All methods which are discussed in this chapter have a common feature, that is, all

the methods are performed only in the spatial domain.

4.2 Simple Average Method

This method can be described in following way: First, sum the intensity (gray level)
of the pixel which come from different input image slice, but they have the same coor-
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dinate pixel by pixel. Then divide by the number of input image slices to obtain the
I

average. Finally, average intensities are used in the final composite image.

Before we formally present this method, we have to establish a mathematical rep-
resentation for the input image and output image. The remaining three methods which
are introduced in this chapter will employ this representation.[5]

P is the number of input image slices. ·
m runs from 1 to M; M is the horizontal array size in terms of pixels.
n runs from 1 to N; N is the vertical array size in terms of pixels.

p the image slice runs from one to P.

In our case, m equals 256, n equals 128 and P equals 3.

I,,(m, 11) is the intensity or gray level of a single pixel which has coordinates (m, n) in pth

input image slice. l(m, n) is the intensity of a single pixel which has coordinate (m, n)

in the composite image. We use S„(m, 11) to represent the image sampling function which

depends on algorithm. Based on these representations, the final composite image pixel

l(m, n) satisfies:

P
[(111,11) = p§lIp(111,11)Sp(m,11). [4.1]

The algorithm corresponding to this average method therefore can be written in

following way,

s,,(m,11) = L [4.2]„ P

Where after substitution of [4.2] into [4.1] , it follows that:

I(m,1z) = ä ETp(m,11) [4.3]
p=l P

L
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For the input set in Figure 5 on page 33 part a), b), c), the result are shown in

Figure 5 on page 33 part e).

4.3 Maximum and Minimum Method

This method [5] is based on the following intuitive concept. In order to assemble

the final image, we must detect condition of local focus in each slice. By intuition, we

can roughly make an approximation that when a pixel is in focus, it exhibits either a

maximum or a minimum in the intensity. That means as focus is approached, pixel in-

tensity will either wax or wane monotonically. Our choice of pixel intensity in the

composite image is based on which pixel has the biggest absolute difference between its

pixel intensity and the average intensity of the pixels for coordinate (m, n). We can

represent this algorithm with the in following formulas:

$,,<m„~) = 1 fw p = polvw) 6 [Mal

$,,(m;¤) = 0 for p 6* p0(m„¤> I4-4b}

Here, p„(m, n) is the pixel which has coordinate (m,n) and also is closest to being in fo-

cus.

6
l(m,n) = [4.5]

For the input set in Figure 5 on page 33 part a), b), c), the result are shown in

Figure 5 on page 33 part f). :
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4.4 Difference Operator Method

This method uses the information taken from neighboring pixels in the same P,,,

image. It is based on the concept that lines are sharper when in focus. This corresponds

to preservation of the high frequency terms. From linear transform theory, differen-

tiation in spatial domain is equivalent to multiplication by the frequency in the fre-

quency domain.

d/1(0 ..- -»JrcfH(f) [4.6]z

So that the differential operation weights the higher frequencies more than lower fre-

quencies. In a discrete case, we have to use a difference operation instead of differential

operator in a continuous case. The definition of a nondirectional Sobel operator[8]

D,,(m, n) is the fol]owing[4.7]:

Dp(m,n) = IIp(m — 1,:1 +1)- Ip(m +],:1 -1)]

+ |1,,(m +1,,1 + 1) — Ip(m -1,11 -1)] [4-7]
+ IIp(m,n + l) — Ip(m,n - l)I ‘

+ IIp(m - l,n) — Ip(m + l,n)I

The algorithm then can be formed in following way,

[4-8]

$,,(m-H) = 1 fw p = 1¤0(m.~) [4-%]

Sp(m,n) = 0 for p =»* p0(m,n) [4.9/2]
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and,

I(m,r1) = [4.10]

We interpret the above formula into words is that, firstly, we have to decide the size

of local area. Here, the local area means the size of neighboring pixels. Secondly, after

performing the difference operation pixel by pixel on each input image slice, the maxi-

mum difference operator is computed. Finally, the pixel which satisfies [4.8] is placed

into the resulting image. In order to solve the problem relating to the edge of the image,

we extend the image size from 256 >< 128 to 258 >< 130, and set to all the extra pixels to

zero intensity. For the input set in Figure 5 on page 33 part a), b), c), the result are

shown in Figure 5 on page 33 part g).

4.5 Local Variance Weighted Averaging Method

The method [6] also uses the information about neighboring pixels much like the

previous method. When the amount of defocusing of a image increases, the high spatial

frequency terms will decrease remarkably. To convert the above concept into a spatial

domain operation, we have the following: if the image is in-focus, the local Variation in

the image is high. When the image is out-focus, the local Variation in the image is low.

We select the pixels at coordinate(m, n), which Phas a maximum in the local variance over

the P image slices. These are then put into the output image in the corresponding pixel

coordinates (m, n).
I
I
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We choose the three by three square area for the local variance method and extend

each input image two row and two columns in exact same way with the previous

method. The algorithm of this method then can be written in following expression:

T 1 2 2 I +, = ·— „ + -pv q) 14111

Where, I,(m,r1) is the local average.

1 1 -Vp(m,rz) = L Z E [Ip(m + p,r1 + q) — Ip(m,n)]2 [4.12]
9 p= - 1q= — 1 .

Where, V[,(m,n) is local variance.

V (m,n)
Wp(m,n) = -3-LL „ [4.13]

E V,,(m„¤)
p=l

Where, W„(m,n) is weighted factor.

2
Ip(m,n) = E Wp(m,n)Ip(m,n) [4.14]

p=l

From the above formula, we know that the first step is to compute the local vari-

ance for each pixel at the same coordinate but different slice by using equation [4.12].

The second step is to compute the weight factor by using equation[4.l3]. The last step

is to evaluate the pixel intensity according to equation[4.14]. The results for input set

Figure 5 on page 33 part a), b), c), are shown in Figure 5 on page 33 part h).
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Chapter Five The Comparision of Different

Methods

In the previous two chapters, we have implemented a total of eight methods. In this

chapter, we try do a comparision. In the beginning of this chapter, we would like to

emphasize one very important point. We can make a qualitative evaluate of an image.

we will say this image is good or not good or even bad. But this judgment may not

« consistent with the other more mathematical criterion. The comparisions in this chapter

refers strictly to the mathematical concept but not to the human visual system. Some-

times, these two kind of comparisions are consistent with each other, sometimes, they

are not. In fact, at present, our lack of knowledge about visual perception precludes the

general agreement of mathematical models to visual interpretation.[8] In this chapter,

we discuss comparision based only on mathematical quantitative criterion.
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Y5.1 RMS Values M
We use RMS value for a üdelity criterion to measure the quantity of the recon-

structed image. The RMS is the abbreviation of square-root-of mean square. So that,

the fidelity criterion is the root·mean-square error between the input image and output
image.

The error between a reference pixel with intensity R(x, y) and a final composite pixel
with intensity C(x, y):

@(x.y) = R<x„y) — C(x,y) l5—1l

The squared error averaged over the image array is:

_2 1 Mil Nil 2 A \A 5 2@ — MN FO yzoe (x„y, [ - al

That is,

‘2 1 Mi 1 Nil R c 2 6 2b1

The RMS error is:
bm, = ./22[5.3]We

use GIPSY command RMS to compute rms error between final compositeim-age

and the image which we take for the comparision purpose.

We use the Virginia Tech newspaper ’Co11egiate Times' for the object of theinputimage

set. See Figure 5 on page 33 part a), b), c). This set has three image. Each of

them has a distinct range that in—focus and out-of—focus. Each input of this set con- {
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tributes approximately 33% to in-focus part of the final composite image. For

comparision purposes, we take the in-focus reference image from same object by stop-

ping down the camera lens and and turning up the lights. See Figure 5 on page 33 part

d). All the images in the experiment have 256 row pixels and 128 column pixels.

5.2 Results
1

We summarize the results in Table 5 on page 37. From this table, we know that

the best method with respect to the RMS value is frequency mixing method. The second

place belongs to simple average method in spatial domain.

The rank of methods depends on the characteristics of the original image set, as well

as the filtering. We should say that this is just a first step in this area. The result of all

the eight method are presented in Figure 3 on page 25 in chapter three and in Figure 5

on page 33 in chapter four.
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Table 5. A comparision using RMS values.

Spatial Method Spatial Frequency Method

Method RMS Value Method RMS Value

Simple Average DC Suppression
Method 32.578 89.545

Maximum and Suspend Band
Minimum Method 57.485 Two 31.523

Difference Operator Histogram Filter
Method 53.802 Method 34.010

Local Variance Frequency Mixing
Weighted Average 48.723 Method 11.757

Method
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Chapter Six Conclusion and Summary

In this thesis, we discuss four types of new methods to extend the depth of field by

using digital image filtering. They all show various degrees of improvement. Among

them, the result of frequency mixing is very encouraging. Of course, there is a gap be-

tween the feasibility and practical application as a by-product of the frequency mixing
approach.

We found that the energy shift caused by blurring appears in the low frequencies.

It is mainly concentrated in the frequency range next to DC. This is the bases for the

suspend band next to DC algorithm discussed in chapter three.

We found that the blurring effects not only magnitude of the image spectrum, but

also the phase information. See section 3.5.

We have implemented four spatial methods based on previous work in chapter four.

The common characteristics of these eight methods, which is discussed four of them in

chapter three and four of them in chapter four, is that the final result is the composite

of a set of images each of which has in-focus as well as out-of—focus regions. A

comparision among them has been made. This is the first step in this area. It is quite

important, because we try to evaluate the different methods which improve the depth
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of field. ln this area, it is very important to find a criterion for evaluating the image

which is at least in some degree compatible for both mathematical and human visual

systems. Right now, as we pointed out in this chapter, the RMS value is not always

consist with the subjective interpretation.

Since the FFT has a variety applications in many areas, this thesis includes a dis-

cussion of the 2DFFT algorithm as applied to rectangle arrays.

Finally, we would like to point out several interesting phenomenon and problems

for further investigation. The first is that if we suspend enough bands except DC band

in the spatial frequency domain, the resulting image will shown edge detection. See

Figure 6 on page 40 part a). This may be useful for edge enhancement. The second and

third problems are related to the frequency mixing method. As we mentioned in section

3.5, for reason which we do not fully understand, the factor 2 works better than the

factor 1.57 which was predicted by the theory. This can be seen by comparing

Figure 6 on page 40 part b) which corresponds to the factor 1.57 and part c) which

corresponds to the factor 2. The third problem is the development ofa methodology for

application of a physical grating. We have already pointed out in chapter three, when

using the physical grating, the result was quite poor. For comparison, the picture of the

input image after putting a physical grating on is shown in Figure 6 on page 40 part d).

The resulting image of the frequency mixing method is presented in Figure 6 on page

40 part e).
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Appendix A. The Depth of Focus and Resolution

in Optical System

The purpose of this appendix is to explain the following statement which is used in

chapter one. The wider the aperture of an imaging system, the lower is the depth of field

and the higher the resolution. To avoid involved mathematics, we can explain the above

statement through physical considerations. According to the ray theory, the wider ap-

erture of an imaging system, the lower is the depth of Held. On the other hand, ac-

cording to wave theory, the resolution increases with aperture width. From geometric

optics, we have very basic relationship for a simple imaging system:

mu

Here, a is the distance between the object and lens.

b is the distance between the image and lens.

f is the focus of the lens.
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From the Figure 7 on page 45, we examine the rays from a single point of the ob-

ject. ln the focal plane, we can expect to get a point image. When we move the plane

around the focus, we can see that the image is no longer a single point. Distortion has

occurred. This phenomenon is the so-called circle of confusion. The farther from the

focus, the worse the image.

Under the same condition, by moving the plane from focus the same distance, a

wider aperture lens produces a more serious distortion. This is quite obvious only by

comparing the ray diagrams in Figure 8 on page 46.

The fact that wider aperture of an imaging system leads to a higher resolution is a

consequence of diffraction theory. If we put a plane wave in front of a lens, we are able

to get a single point, in focus, on the another side of lens. Actually, this spot is not an

ideal point. It has width. The width of spot in reverse proportion to the aperture of

lens[l3]. A standard analytic treatment for the incoherent impulse response report can
U

be found in most texts on optical information processing.[13] The depth of focus in most

camera systems is essentially determined by geometrical optics not diffraction optics.

l

[
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Figure 7. The circle of confusion.
I

The aperture in top figure is bigger than in lower figure. The circle of confusion in top figure is also
bigger than in lower figure.
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Figure 8. The diffraction theory.
The aperture in top figure is bigger than in lower figure, but the width of spot in top figure is smaller
than in lower figure. ·
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Appendix B. GIPSY System

GIPSY [I3] is an interactive image processing software package. Each GIPSY

command is a collection of subroutines written in RATFOR which is an extension to

FORTRAN. With the aid of GIPSY system, we did the digital image experiment.

The hardware part of this image processing system is represented in Figure 9 on

page 48. The computer is Digital’s VAX ll/780. The computer controls the processes

between all part of the system and provides the memory space for storing data (images)

. and other files (programs). Of course, the VAX computer also handles computation.

We put the object which we want to take the image of under the VIDICON camera.

The VIDICON and VICOM monitor work together to capture, digitize and store images

in the standard image format (SIF). The SIF is designed so that all information about

an image is contained in the image file itself ln order to gain access to it, we do not

need to know anything about it. By means of a television monitor, we are able to display

any image. Using the GIPSY system, we can take any picture of an image which is
l

displayed on the television monitor. See Table 6 on page 5l.

A digital image is a quantified representation of an image mapped into a finite

two-dimensional array of resolution cells which are called the pixels. The maximum ar-

I
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Figure 9. Digital Image Processing System (GIPSY). I
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ray size is 512 >< 512. Associated with each pixel is a representative gray level intensity.
The input and output image is expressed in integer mode. The gray level intensity range

is from 255 (light) to 0 (dark).

We use FORTRAN programs to do some important image operations. The GIPSY
commands SIFCI-IR, CHRSIF are used to transform between the ordinary data file and

the standard image format(SIF). The function of SIFCHR is converting SIF image into
a character file. The function of CHRSIF is converting a character file to a SIF file.

We use EXSIF command to make sure that for any image in our experiment, the range

of gray shade intensity is from 0 to 255.

Another very important GIPSY command is the MERGE command. The function

of MERGE command is that merge up to three SIF files using a user entered function.

When using this command, you will be asked the maximum and minimum intensity

values for output image. Any values outside this range are clipped to the minimum and

maximum values respectively.

Provided below is the interactive sense using GIPSY [13] commands for capturing
and displaying on the VICOM monitor a digitized image. The interested reader should

review the GIPSY general manuals [13] for other operations.

After we log on the VAX computer, we are in the system level. In order to use

GIPSY software package, we have to first get into GIPSY level by entering the com-

mand GIPSY. The sign ’G’in the screen indicates that we are now in GIPSY level.

There are three main steps. The first step is entering GIPSY command GETDSP

VICOM. The function of this command is simple to allocate VICOM device to you.

Next step is entering GIPSY command VICOM. The VICOM is a command to handle

interactive image processing on the VICOM device. This is the command which we use

for capturing, digitizing and storing the image. When we enter this command, we are
able to see the * > sign. From now on, we have to enter some subcornmands. They are
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INT, CAM I, DIS l, DIG l, WIM(filename.SIF), END, in order. Finally, we get back

to GIPSY level again. Now, we have already put the resulting image under the filename

which we pick up whatever we want. In general, we use SIF for filetype. We have to

enter command RELDSP VICOM to release the VICOM device. If we want to take a

look at the image which we capture on any display device, we have to enter GETDSP

LIGHT(n), n is the code which represents particular display device. Then enter

DSPLAY fn.SIF > LIGHT, we should able to see the image. Of course, after this is

done, we also need to release the display device. We can use these individual commands

to program a runfile for convenience.

The process in which to log on computer by capturing an image and to logoff from

the computer is in the following table step by step.

I
i
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Table 6. The process for capturing an image.

INTERACTIVE SESSION
COMPUTER USER RESPOSE

PRESS ENTER KEY

USERNAME: YOUR USERID(enter)
PASSWORD: YOUR PASSWARD(enter)

TERMINAL: VTI00(emer)

S: GIPSY(emer)

G: GETDSP VICOM(emter)

G: VICOM(enter)

* > INT(enter)

*> CAM I(enter)

*> DIS I(enter)

*> DIG I(enter)
U

*> WIM l(fn.SIF)(er1ter) ·

* > END(emter)

G: RELDSP VICOM(enter)

G: . EXIT(emer)

S: LOGOFF(enter)

I

{
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Appendix C. Two-dimensional FFT I

For reference, we include a discussion of the FFT algorithm which was written to

carry out the operation in this thesis.

The fast Fourier transform is an algorithm for computation of the Fourier trans-

form. This algorithm can compute the discrete Fourier transform more rapidly than any

other available algorithms. In 1965, Cooley and Tukey presented this algorithm in the

paper "An Algorithm for the Machine Calculation of Complex Fourier Series."[lO] -
I For the maximum efficiency of computation, the number of sample points to be

integer power of two, that is, the sample points N = 2L. The ratio of direct Fourier

transform to FFT computing time is given by[l0]

$2-%/- [ci}

From above formula, we can easily see that the more sampling points we have, the

moreefficientthe FFTbecomes.The
one-dimensional discrete Fourier transform can be defined as I

I
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1 N" —j21tL‘-F(u) E T_- E j(x)e N u = 0,1,2,N — l [C.2]
\/N x=O

Where u indexes the transformed data, F(u).

N is the number of data points.

x indexes the data set f(x).

Similarly, the data set f(x) can be obtained from the set F(u) using the inverse one-

dimensional discrete Fourier transform that can be defined as:

N- .jtx) E x = 0,1,2, N - 1 16.31
\/N u=0

The following weight function can be defined,

W”,§,“ E J2"]? [ca}

These functions satisfy the orthogonal condition,

1 1061

Equation [C.5]_ can be proven using the representation for a finite geometric series.

Consistency of transform [C.2] and [C.3] can be easily shown by substituting [C.3] into

[C.2].

The application of the DFT to actual data in the space domain motivates the fol-

lowing definition.

LET C.6Ax N [ 1
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Where L, is the length sampled and Ax is the sampling interval in the space
domain.(pixe1) It can be shown [8] that the sample interval in the spatial frequency do-
main, Au, satisfies

1 1A = —— = -— .“ mx L, [C 71

These relation are geometrically interpreted in Figure 10 on page 55.

The translation property of the Fourier transform can be applied to shift the DC

point of the frequency domain (1,1) to the center pixel (65,129). The following are
transform pairs:

N Mflxlyll *— —* Flu ‘ Ta V — T) [G8]

Where N= 128 and M = 256.

A two-dimensional rectangle DFT can be defined in term of spatial indices x and y

as well as the spatial frequency indices u and v as:

N—‘ 11W- l _ . __
2 2 [6.91

\/NM x=0 y=O

Where N and M are the number of samples taken in the X and Y direction respectively.

After minor adjusting in transform [C.9], we see that the 2-D DFT [C.9] can be thought

of as two segmental 1-D discrete transform.

F(u,v) = DFT,{DFTy _/(x,y)} [C.10]

It follows that the 2-D fast Fourier transform can be implemented as a sequence of two

1-D fast Fourier transform. For this reason, we can concentrate on the one-dimensional

aspects of this problem.
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Figure l0. Geometrie interpretation' of l-D transform parameter. ·
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Staring from [C.2] and [C.4], it follows that:

l
0]-1

XIIF(u) = ——;— E j(x)WN [C.1l]
\/N X20

This operation can be broken into two subtransforms separating the even and odd
sequence of Ex):

N- l22 [6.12}
«/ N X20

Using the definition [C.4] for the weight function, it is easy to show:

2 Wi? = Wßj, [6.1361}

wI$X+‘>“ = Wgyu/$2 [6.136}

For later reference we can define:

K = Ä [C.l4a]2

{gs = 0, K -1} = {/(2x):x = 0,1,2, K -1} [C.14b]

{gs = 0,K -1} = {/(2x +1):x = 0,1,2... K -1} [C.14c]

x=0
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Equation [C.l2] can be written as

IFfw) = T/?(F.(¤) + WÄ‘2FO(¤)) {C-15}

The process as discussed is extendable to each term F„(u) and F„(u) as shown below:

I
«/ 2

1
2

When, for example, F„ is the DFT computed from the even term in the setfjj} defined

in [C.l4b]. The subscript ’o’ indicates the odd term. At each splitting the number of

term in the subtransforms is cut in halfi This can continue until F(u) is written as a

linear combination of N, one term, transform. Note, from [C.2], ifN= 1, F(0)= f(0).
‘ For illustration, this process appears below for N= 4:

Ru) = J:-[—é(F,, + W_‘gF,,,,) + —L-W;‘,(F,,, + WjiF,,,,)}, Ll = 1, 2, 3, 2116.17}„/2 „/2 2 „/2 2

Where for n= 4 it follows that:

Fee =j(0) [C.l8a]

1Fw =/(2) IC-18b] 1
Z
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Fog =/U) [C-18Cl

Foo =/(3) [C-18dl

Barring the —j;.—, a graphical representation (known as a butterfly diagram) of the
2

algebraic process [C.l7] is shown in Figure ll on page 59. The scrambled sequence is

obtained by reversing the binary decimal representation. Level one represents the op-

eration [C.l6], while level two represents operation [C.l5]. There will be L level as pre-

vious defined, L = log,N .

At level one use was made of the fact than

Wk.; Nm = <Wägo> W$.7o^’”” = Wg!/2 iwi
The solid lines are the unweighted terms. While the dashed line require weights as

indicated on the Figure ll on page 59. For example, from the Figure ll on page 59,

it follows that

F(3) = (Ü)2l(X(0) + WlX(2)) + WÄ(X(1) + WÄX(3))l [C-201

Patterns in N= 4 case which are generally valid are mentioned below:

1. The number of level L: :

L = log2N [C.2l]

2. Each level is separated into divisions. The number of division per level ’D’ is given
by:
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SCRAMBLER
LEVEL ONE LEVEL TWO

X(0) X<0> F10) ,
2 ’ W}

/ /
1/ // /xu) · X(2) L----- — — /1 FU)W} / · // W}

/. / xXI21 xm L — - — —— 2/1 [

” ’
1 // _

X(3) x(3) "
‘‘‘”‘‘ — —* ————— F(3)

W} W2
2 DWISIGN 1 1>1v1s101~1

Figure ll. Butterfly diagram for N = 4. -
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0 = Ai- [C.22]
2

Where Iis the level number I = 0,1,2, L.

3. Each term is determined by the linear combination of two term in the previous level.
The dual term appears in the same division and is always from the same two term.
For example, on Figure ll on page 59, F(0) and F(2) are dual terms.

4. Dual term are separated by an index difference-? where,

111) E z' [cz;}

5. If Wf is the weight at the Pth node, then the weight for the dual node is:

1‘ WW 7) = — Wf [6.24}

6. The equation for computing any dual pair at the level I and position K:

X,(K) = X,_1(K) + X,-l(K + é)WP [C.25a]

XKK + é') = X1—1(K) ‘ XI—1(K + %)WP [C·25b]

The algorithm is so—called in-place algorithm with scrambled input and natural

output. The terminology "in-place computation" is referred to that, after we simultane-

ously compute a dual node pair, we return the result to the storage location previously
occupied by this dual node pair. The advantage of using the in-place computation is
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that, the algorithm requires less total storage than natural input-output algorithm, but

it requires that the input data must be scrambled before entering the computation array.

Starting from the program discussed, the author made several modification. One

of them is to make 2DFFT program suitable for any size of rectangular input data. The
other is to add filter subroutine for filtering purpose.

Since the size ofimage in our experiment is 256 >< 128, M equals 256 and N equals „
128.

There are mainly seven parts in the 2DFFT program. They are: MAIN program,

subroutine DIM2FF, subroutine RFASF, subroutine CFASF, subroutine RSCRBLE,
subroutine CSCRBLE and subroutine FILTER. The function of main program is to

control all subroutines to make them work in proper order. It handles reading input

data from input data file, writing output data into output data file and shifting the DC
term in the spatial frequency domain to the array center. Subroutine DIMZFF can

perform two—dimensional FFT either forward or inverse based on sign. When you are

asked by this program, you can enter either +1 for forward 2DFFT or -1 for inverse

2DFFT. Subroutine DIM2FFT needs to call two subroutines. They are subroutine

CFASF which performs column FFT. and subroutine RFASF which performs row

FFT. Before performing one—dimensional FFT, we need to scramble input data. We

use subroutine RSCRBLE and CSCRBLE to set up row and column scramble pointer

vector. Finally, we use subroutine FILTER for filtering or modifying the intensity of

image spectra. These routines are represented in following flowcharts. See Figure 12
on page 63 for MAIN program, Figure 13 on page 64 for subroutine DIMZFF,

Figure 14 on page 65 for subroutine RFASF, Figure 15 on page 66 for subroutine

RSCRBLE, and Figure 16 on page 67 for subroutine FILTER. The principle of sub-

routine CFASF is essential same with subroutine RFASF and subroutine CSCRBLE is
I

essential same with subroutine RSCRBLE except theparameter.Appendix
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Based on the principle of 2DFFT algorithm, we should able to expand this program
Y

to any size of rectangular input as long as we choose the sampling points in each direc-

tion as an integer power oftwo.

Finally, we would like to expand equation [C.6] and [C.7] from one-dimensional into

two-dimensional.

AX = be [6 26]t

AY — Ly ic 27]‘

Au = -i— = -l— [6:.28}LX NAx

l 1A = —— = ———— C.29V LX, MAy [ ]

Where, the N is number of sampling points in X direction.
Y _

the M is number of sampling points in Y direction.

the LX, L, are the image dimensions in the X, Y directions.

the AX, AY are the sampling interval in the spatial domain.

the Au, Av are the sampling interval in the spatial frequency domain.
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Start

Read input data from data file.

Call RSCRBLE and CSCRBLE to set
U

up scramble pointer vector.

Shift origin of image FFT to the center.
I

Set sign equal to + I to do forward FFT.

Call DIMZFF to do forward 2DFFT.

E I
Call FILTER to do filtering.

Using modified intensity and unmodified
phase to get result after filtering.

A Call DIMZFF to do inverse ZDFFT

Get the intensity of final result.

I
Write output data into data file

End

Figure I2. Flowchart for main program. ‘
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1

Start h
ß

Get the row vectors.

Call RFASF to do row IDFFT.

Put back row FFT result.

Get the column vectors.

Call CFASF to do column IDFFT.

'
Put back column FFT result.

A

Retune to main program.

End

Figure I3. Flowchart for subroutine DIMZFF. ·
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Start

Compute constant — 21: or + 21:,
depend on forward or inverse FFT.

Set total sampling point and levels.

Based on pointer vector to
scramble input data.

For each level, compute factor e’2/‘} i
number of division in each level and
spacing of dual node in each division.

Compute the position of independent node
in each division, then compute weighted

factor Wf. Finally, simultaneously
compute dual node pair from the division

to division in each level.

After computing each level, divided
each data by factor x/ 2

After computing all level, move final
result to the story array.

Return to main program.

End

Figure I4. Flowchart for subroutine RFASF. _
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Start

Convert number of row into
binary expression.

Do bit reverse or flip.

Convert scrambled row number
back to decimal expression.

Return to main program.

4 End

Figure I5. Flowchart for subroutine RSCRBIQE. U
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Start .

° ' Modified or filtering intensity
of input data in spatial frequency
domain based on different filter.

Return to main program.

- End

Figure I6. Flowchart for subroutine FILTER. ·

_ I
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Appendix D. Extending the Depth of Focus Using

Digital Image Filtering

G. H. Hu, R. J. Pieper, and T.- C. Poon

Department of Electrical Engineering

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

ABSTRACT

Several methods for extending the optical depth of focus using frequency domain

operations are discussed. These methods are based on the intuitive concept that the

spectral energy distribution of a focused image is biased toward lower frequencies after

blurring. Examples are presented.

I
I. BACKGROUND I

I
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One of the most common factors contributing to the blurring is the physical sepa-

ration between the detected image and the in-focus plane. This leads to a non~minimum

circle of confusion [l].

Techniques for improvement in the optical depth of focus has been of current in-

terest. An incomplete listing of these techniques follows.

The use of graded apertures has been shown to improve the optical transfer func-

tion and lead to a larger depth of field [2]. The use of an annular aperture combined

with an optical equalization of the modulation transfer function have been shown to

produce an improved depth of field [3]. A number of methods have been proposed for

digitally analyzing a sequence of images each of which is composed of in-focus (sharp)

as well as out—of-focus (blurred) regions [4,5,6]. The methods [4,5,6] are implemented

without translating the spatial information to the frequency domain. The concept of

employing frequency domain high pass filtering in order to produce edge sharpening [7]

was introduced within the context of optical image processing. It was noted that re-

moval of the frequency term of the spatial spectrum through the use of an opaque spot

in the focal plane of the lens is analogous to inserting a capacitor in an electrical net-

work. This operation optically has the effect of edge sharpening images.

We propose several digitally implemented methods based on a frequency domain

interpretation of the effects of blurring. The examples provided are intended to demon-

strate the feasibility of this approach.
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Il. THE IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM

The system as represented in Figure 17 on page 72 can be used to digitize, display

and analyze images. With the aid of the computer, operations such as matrix addition,

scalar multiplication and the more sophisticated fast Fourier transforms are readily im-
plemented. Among the various FFT algorithms we employed the method using a bit
reversed input producing a natural output [7]. The images to which the 2D-FFT were
applied to had 256 >< 128 pixels, (M x N). For reader convenience we include in the

Appendix the essential discrete 2D Fourier transform relations that our FFT was based
on.

Ill. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS EMPLOYED

In general we start with a number of images slices (see Figure 18 on page 73): each

having distinct regions that are in focus and out of focus (blurred). On each slice a 2D
FFT can be performed. The resulting frequency spectrum of each image slice can then
be filtered. The details of the filter will in general depend on the specific spectrum

characteristics of the image slice. For example, the spectrum characteristics can be re-

presented by means of a histogram in the spatial frequency domain. Various forms of

high pass filtering can be employed to deemphasize the low frequency blurred region

relative to the crisper in-focus segments. The composite of the ültered transform can
be inverse transformed according to Eq. (Ala). The remainder ofthis section is devoted

to brief discussions of methods and results. Figure 20 on page 80 shows a set ofblurred

images to which our algorithms were applied. For comparison, Figure 20 on page 80

part d) is the in-focus image obtained by stopping down the camera lens (Figure 17 on
page 72).
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a) DC Suppression.

In this method the filtered spectrum F’(u, v) satisfies

F'(¤„ v) = F(u. v) — F(0, 0) (1)

where u and v are the spatial frequencies, and F(u,v) is the Fourier transform of the ‘

image slice. Operation (1) is applied to each of the blurred images. The three filtered

spectrums are then added. It can be easily shown for discrete representations that re-

moving the DC terms is equivalent to subtracting the average. For images having a

dominant light background the average is close to the background level. Taking the in-

verse Fourier transform of the filtered composite spectrum results in the negative of

Figure 20 on page 80 part e). In obtaining Figure 20 on page 80 part e). we performed

a contrast reversal in the image as a last step. As can be seen from Figure 20 on page

80 part e). resultant image carries the objects spatial domain information over a greater

depth range than any one of the blurred images and appears a bit more in focus than the

space domain average of the blurred slices (Figure 20 on page 80 part h)).

bj Histogram Method.

For purposes of this method we define the average energy for the k"* frequency

domain histogram band

Ek=LZZ lF(u,v)l2, k= 1,2,3... (2)Jk .m Min band K

where J,. is the total number of pixels in the k"' band, and normalized average energy per

band,
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Figure 17. Digital image system.
I

The system used to digitize image slices and produce composite image.
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IMAGE SLICES

Figure l8. Sequential ZD image slices. .
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6k=E,,/X2 |F(u,v)12„ /<= 1.2.3--- (3)
Äii bänds

where the term in the denominator of Eq.(3) is, according to Parseval’s theorem, equal

to the total energy in the image. The post FFT filtering for each band is found from the

ratio of the normalized average energy per band for in focus relative to the blurred im-

ages

I—Ik = (8k)F0cus/(8k)BIurred v k = 1 v 2 v 3 (4)

The filter H, can be defined for any set of bands. We employed the following arbitrary

band description requiring points within the k"' band to satisfy (See Appendix)

2 ’V 2 (V —
ä

— U2
2K(A—1)S(“‘*‘l) ‘1‘i—"'l SKA; (5)2N

where specific values for the k indexed set K7 are shown in Figure 19 on page 76. The

result for this method is shown in Figure 20 on page 80 part f). One of the typical filters

employed in this process has been sketched as shown in Figure 19'on page 76.

c) Low Freguency Suppression.

As can be observed from the filter in Figure 19 on page 76, the low frequency band

k= 2 (the second band) tends to have significantly more energy in the blurred image as

compared to the focus image, (i.e. H, ~ .025). This bias in energy can be contributed

to blurring. In this method band k= 2 is completely suppressed. The results are shown
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in Figure 20 on page 80 part g). For this case the results do not visually show signif-

icant improvement over the average (Figure 20 on page 80 part h).

Figure 20 on page 80 part j) shows the FFT amplitude spectrum of the in focus

image and Figure 20 on page 80part i) is that of the blurred image (Figure 20 on page

80 part a). Close exarnination shows the frequency spectrum Figure 20 on page 80 part

j) slightly more spread out.

IV. CONCLUSION

In two of the three methods tested we found modest improvement over the method

of simply averaging. As a disclaimer the performance of these tests will depend to a

signiücant degree on the characteristics of the object tested. We have demonstrated the

feasibility of improving the image through various filtering methods.

APPENDIX

The following transforms relate the space domain representation f(x,y) to the fre-

quency domain representation F(u,v):

M N . . .
_f(x,y) = X E F(u, v)e/mix)/N 6/Zmy/M (Ala)

u=l v=1

M N _. , __/znu-xjlvJM
JN ><=¤ y=¤

_ (Alb)
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HISTOGRAM FILTER
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E

1.8 _
1.6
1.4
1.2 ·
1.0
.8
_6 0.025.4.2
K2 0* 12 2* 42 72 12* 20* 33* 542

Figure 19. Filter used in histogram method. _
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where in our case N = 128, M = 256. This definition relates an ordered sampling of Q
the image to an ordered sampling in the frequency domain of the sampled image.

Inorderto interpret the indices x, y, u, v in terms of actual space and frequency coordinates

the following can be defined:

AX = Ä (A2a)N

AY — Ly (A2b)M

Au = J- (426)
Lx

Av = l. (AM)Ly

where AX, AY are the pixel dimensions and Lx, L, are the image dimensions in the x,y

directions respectively. ln terms of these parameters the space coordinates of a pixel are
‘ given by,

(XAx, YAy) x = 1, 2, , 128 (A3)

y = 1,2, 256

The translation property of the Fourier transform can be applied to shift the DC point ·
of the frequency domain (1,1) to the center pixel (65,129). The following aretransformpairs

[8]:f(x.y)

( — l)x+y <— —· F(¤ — N/2, V — M/2) (A4) Y
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where N = 128 and M = 256. The shifted transform is obtained by applying (Alb) to l

the left side of (A4). After this transformation the maximum x frequency deviation re-

presented will be equal to the maximum y frequency deviation since the pixel has square
dimensions (i.e. Ax = Ay).

2 Azz 2 Lx 2Ax (Am

ZW il/[ l l
2 V 2 Ly 2Ay (ASI?)

It follows that frequency domain surfaces of constant radial frequency satisfy:

www — Ä - mz + www — Ä - mz = <Ä>z <A6>2 2 LX

which for M >< N images form ellipses,

<~ — Ä-nz <¤ — Ä-¤>z***7- + ‘ ‘ · (Az)
KKKz

is an arbitrary positive constant which dictates the major and minor axis of the el-

liptical bands applied in the histogram method discussed in the text.
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